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From an attorney’s perspective, there are only two types of employees in a law firm: lawyers and non-lawyers. Unlike other business entities, the law firm has a uniquely horizontal pecking order, at least at first blush. Small wonder, then, that many attorneys are frequently confused as to the proper staff person to approach for a particular task, and others almost never get a staff person’s title correct when referring to or introducing him or her.

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME

The purpose of this article is to identify the key staff positions and their related responsibilities. Keep in mind that there are exceptions to every rule. Many times attorneys consider a better title a cheaper consideration than a raise. For example, one can find Executive Directors in small firms, but on examination their duties will fall in line with those of Office Managers or Administrators, which are the more appropriately used titles of their peers in similarly sized firms. Administrators and Office Managers also use titles creatively to attract and retain staff beneath them. Thus the ever-growing confusion regarding the titles of secretary, legal assistant, and paralegal, as they are inconsistently applied from firm to firm.

Another reason why exceptions exist is that despite their similarities, each law firm is a unique living breathing entity. Therefore, the job duties of Executive Directors at two identically sized firms may vary in meaningful ways. Those variations are driven by the desires and needs of each firm.

And finally, the size of the firm, and to a certain extent its sophistication in terms of management, will determine the type of person needed at the top of the staff pyramid, and so forth down the line. A sophisticated 15-attorney firm will likely have an Administrator. A less sophisticated firm of the same size will likely have an Office Manager. The level at which they operate will be different, with the latter being less involved with the management committee, less involved in strategic planning, and totally immersed in the day-to-day hands-on operation of the firm.
ADMINISTRATION

At the top of the non-lawyer pyramid in a mid to large-size firm is a manager with a title such as Chief Operations Officer, Executive Director, Director of Administration, or Administrator. No matter what the title, this individual is the principal administrator who reports directly to the managing partner/management and/or executive committee; assists in developing organizational and business goals; participates in meetings of the firm's governing body; participates in developing strategic plans and administrative policies; and directs a supervisory staff responsible for carrying out the firm's day-to-day operations. The larger the firm, the more likely that there will be a hierarchy of top management. For example, there may be an Executive Director as well as an Administrator, and possibly even Office Managers in branch offices.

In the mid-size firm environment, the Administrator is responsible for the day-to-day operations of all or most support functions. This is a much more “hands on” position than that of Executive Director. Often the Administrator operates in a firm not quite large enough to justify employing mid-level managers, and so must master the hands-on management of the key skill areas in the firm, e.g. technology, financial management, human resources and so forth. When the firm grows a little larger and starts to need and hire mid-level managers, such as a network administrator, controller, etc., the firm’s top manager becomes the Director of Administration. At this level there is more involvement in strategic planning and consistent contact with the management committee, and different people management skills come into play to manage and guide those who directly supervise others and carry out the day-to-day operations.

Generally speaking, the emphasis of the Director of Administration’s duties centers on planning and implementation and working directly for/with the managing body of the firm, as opposed to being directly involved, in other than a supervisory capacity, in the day-to-day operations of the firm. This position usually carries a good deal of authority to execute the responsibilities assigned by firm management.

For small and mid-size firms the Office Manager operates specifically in the day-to-day operations of the firm, and normally doesn’t participate in setting policy or strategic planning. The Office Manager reports to the Administrator or Director of Administration in larger firms. The Office Manager will have limited areas of responsibility in larger firms, and more encompassing responsibilities in smaller firms. Usually the Office Manager is granted only limited authority to back up the responsibilities assigned.

OPERATIONS / FACILITIES

The Office Services Manager, also called the Facilities Manager, reports directly to the Administrator, and supervises the messengers, receptionists, supply clerks, file clerks, copy machine operators, courthouse runners, housekeeping staff, and so forth.
This person is usually responsible for file room maintenance, closed file storage and retrieval, simple office repairs, stocking and fixing of fax and copy machines, and internal moves from office to office. This is the person who produces the trial bag, easel and white board, and arranges for delivery of your 15 banker’s boxes to court on short notice. If there’s only one staff person in the office with whom you will become familiar and maintain the best rapport, this is the one!

The **Human Resources Manager** has overall responsibility for all personnel matters regarding support staff, which may include hiring, assignments, supervision, orientation and training, evaluation, personnel records, and salary and benefits administration. The reason the duties MAY include certain aspects is that some Administrators elect to retain hands-on control of certain very sensitive aspects, such as hiring and/or compensation plan administration. In larger firms there may be a further division of labor within human resources, with the Manager overseeing one or more of the following: a **Benefits Coordinator**, who is responsible for the day-to-day administration of the various benefit plans; a **Staff Recruiter**, whose purpose is to continually seek out and hire new staff; and a **Payroll Specialist**, who accounts for the firm’s time off program of sick, personal and vacation days and coordinates that with salary increases and overtime pay to ensure each payroll is correct. In an extremely large firm there may be an additional need for a **Retirement Plan Administrator**, who handles open enrollments, loans, distributions, changes to deferrals, and coordinates everything with the Payroll Department or Specialist.

**MARKETING**

Marketing is another management area which can be simple or complex, depending on the firm and its size. A **Marketing Coordinator** is responsible for implementing the various individual, departmental and firm-wide marketing plans, projects and strategies. At a larger and/or more sophisticated firm, there may be other individuals as well. For example, there may be need for a **Marketing Director** or **Marketing Manager** who has the overall responsibility for development of the marketing program and related activities such as budgeting, idea generation, database maintenance, and supervision of marketing staff. Really large firms also employ individuals such as an **Event Coordinator**, who plans and manages client parties, fundraisers, client seminars and so forth, and a **Database Manager**, whose function is to maintain the mailing lists of clients, prospects, and referral sources.

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

A small firm may depend on the Administrator or Office Manager, in conjunction with outside consultants, to plan for and manage all technology. Due to the complexity of today’s networks, a firm of as few as 20 users can require a full time **Network Administrator**, who is responsible for all aspects of running the firm’s local or wide area network, and usually any telephone and voice-mail system, too. That responsibility
includes the daily care and feeding of all computers and devices, and telephone lines and modems. For a firm making heavy use of its technology, there will be another IT person needed for approximately each additional 25 users. For a firm making average use of technology, there can be as many as 40-50 users per IT employee.

As a firm’s IT department grows, there will come the addition of a **Computer Systems Manager**, who will oversee the Network Administrator, and also work directly with the firm’s Administrator to help develop a technology plan, develop a budget, review new products and software, develop training systems, and provide information used in other areas of the firm.

With additional growth and complexity in the firm’s technology and overall firm size, may come the addition of a **Director of Information Technology**, sometimes now referred to as a **Chief Information Officer**. Although this senior-level position has overall responsibility for planning, managing, and directing technology and communications systems of the organization, it primarily focuses on **knowledge management**, that is, the development of the governance and organizational structure necessary to nurture the people and systems that create, preserve, disseminate, protect, renew and deploy knowledge, and leverage it to the benefit of the firm and the firm’s clients.

**ACCOUNTING / FINANCE**

For a small to mid-size firm, a full-charge **Bookkeeper** may be all that is required to manage the general ledger, payroll and related taxes, billing, production of reports for firm management, write client cost checks and maintain the trust accounts. Increasingly, though, there is at least one additional individual, the **Billing Clerk**, who is responsible for creating and editing pre-bills, and producing bills for clients. Additional responsibilities may include timesheet entry, production of reports for accounts receivable, fee origination and so forth.

As the firm grows in size and complexity, there will often be the addition of an **Accounts Payable Clerk**, whose responsibility is to write checks for client costs and post them to the appropriate accounts, and approve, process, and pay vendor invoices. Increasingly, firms are replacing their **Accounts Receivable Clerk**, whose function is the recording of client’s payments, the issuance of statements, and providing responses to billing inquiries, with a **Collections** or **Credit Manager**. This person performs the same duties, but additionally implements strategies for collection of past due client accounts, and is often responsible for development and distribution of cash-flow reports to management.

As the complexity and size of the accounting department in the firm grows, the Bookkeeper position is usually **augmented** by that of a **Controller** or **Finance Director**. This mid or senior-level position is responsible for **supervising all** accounting activities of the firm, oversees all aspects of the firm’s financial, time & billing, and collection systems,
and is responsible for financial projections, reports, and the treasurer functions of the firm. In some firms this person reports to the Director of Administration, and in others directly to the firm’s governing body, functioning on an even par with the Director of Administration.

**LEGAL SUPPORT**

Discussion among Administrators regarding titles for support staff quickly becomes lively and heated. In a recent on-line debate, one administrator espousing the more traditional titles wrote, “If one were to call a zebra a horse, would that make a zebra a horse?” Another administrator responded, “A title doesn’t change the job, or the stripes of the zebra, but it does announce to the public how much you value the position and the person.” As staffing shortages become more pronounced, administrators become increasingly receptive to the notion of “upgrading” job titles as a way to maintain a competitive recruiting edge. The assumption is that the titles of clerk and secretary have become devalued in the last decade.

The traditional title of *Paralegal* is still widely used. At many firms this position now carries the title of *Legal Assistant*. Because Pennsylvania does not require certification of paralegals, there is a wide variation as to the educational background of individuals who hold this position. Some firms require an associate or bachelor degree, plus paralegal certification. Others require no particular education if the candidate has sufficient specialized experience.

Depending on the area of practice, the emphasis of duties for a paralegal will change. Paralegals routinely do such tasks as analysis and review of documents, factual research, document drafting and preparation, document and file management, cite checking, Shepardizing, reviewing and digesting of deposition transcripts, management and accounting of estates, client intake interviews, and so forth. The common denominator for all paralegals is the ability to perform substantive legal work, under the supervision of a licensed attorney. The paralegal must have sufficient knowledge of legal concepts such that, absent the paralegal, the attorney would perform the work.

Few attorneys could function without a good *Legal Secretary* providing assistance. At a minimum, the person functioning in this capacity prepares work product utilizing a variety of computer software programs, faxes, copies, produces and manages external and internal mail, manages the telephone and calendar, schedules meetings, files, and interfaces with other personnel in the firm as needed on behalf of the attorney. Additional responsibilities may include making travel arrangements for the attorney or clients, managing a variety of paperwork from intake forms to docket entries to billing and time sheet entry, ordering and serving refreshments to clients and attorneys in meetings, and any other reasonable clerical tasks as requested.
Some firms now use the title of Legal Assistant instead of Secretary, for employees who perform the identical functions of a Secretary. This is confusing, as the same title is often used to refer to Paralegals at other firms. Still other firms will only use the Legal Assistant title if the person performs additional responsibilities similar to Paralegal responsibilities, and especially if that work will be recorded and billed to clients. The underlying rationale is that many clients will object to being billed for work performed by a person designated as secretary, but not by one designated as a legal assistant.

Additional titles being used at some firms for Secretaries are **Legal Executive Assistant, Administrative Assistant, Professional Assistant,** and **Client Services Administrator.** The job title may vary, but the duties remain essentially the same. I suspect that in the coming years we will see a proliferation of the use of these alternate titles, and mostly the Executive Assistant title, which reflects more accurately the myriad of duties performed by today’s Legal Secretary, compares well to job titles used in the corporate sector, and has no negative connotations.

Last but not least, most law firms have at least one support **Clerk** employed by the firm. These individuals may run errands, make copies, deliver filings to the courthouse, open and close files, manage the file room, and so forth.

**CONCLUSION**

Law firms are “people intensive” organizations. It takes a lot of staff to support an attorney—upwards of 1.3, on average, for each attorney. As a consequence, labor costs account for an enormous part of the firm’s overhead, and people comprise the firm’s greatest asset. Although collectively the staff can be referred to simply as “non-lawyers”, upon closer examination one sees a complex pyramid of individuals with very different responsibilities and authority. Many of those individuals worked long and hard to attain an upgrade to their job title. What’s in a job title? To those who hold it, everything.

A version of this article originally appeared in the March/April 2001 issue of the Pennsylvania Lawyer
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